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ABSTRACT
Dynamic taint analysis (DTA) plays a fundamental role in computer security research. However, current implementations of DTA are often inefficient as taint information is propagated for each instruction. Previous work has suggested propagating taint information at higher abstractions such as functions. But, this has only been achieved by manually instrumenting taint rules for library functions. Research on automatically creating taint propagation rules for higher levels of abstraction is lacking. Towards addressing the research gap, we propose the notion of straight line code units (SLCUs) and describe a technique to reduce higher abstractions like functions to SLCUs. Since a basic block is equivalent to a SLCU, current basic block summarization techniques can be applied to SLCUs. We propose an algorithm for automatically summarizing taint propagations for SLCUs with no or single pointer indirections, which we describe to be unaffected by memory aliasing. Preliminary results indicate that at least 87% of the basic blocks (the most basic form of SLCU) from a set of common Linux libraries fulfill this criteria.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic taint analysis (DTA) is one of the two most commonly used dynamic analysis techniques, which are fundamental to computer security research [16, 5]. DTA is often used to analyze software binaries for security problems such as buffer overflows, format string vulnerabilities [12] and leakage of sensitive information [10]. When performing DTA on a program, untrusted or sensitive input data from different sources such as user input, network sockets, or files, is tainted, which are then propagated and tracked as the program executes. Depending on the analysis objectives, the program counter or the output data is then checked for the presence of the taints. DTA complements static binary analysis by providing precise information that is unavailable in the latter.

Traditional taint propagation techniques propagate taint information from source to destination operands for each instruction. However, this is often slow [12, 4, 13, 19]. For example, TaintCheck [12], a DTA tool based on Valgrind, can have slowdowns ranging from 3x to 37x, depending on the type of workload.

An obvious approach to improve the efficiency of DTA is to perform taint propagations at a higher abstraction level, such as the basic block abstraction, instead of propagating taint information at each instruction. Besides timing improvements, savings in other resources such as memory can be expected. While some work has pointed out this optimization [19], few studies actually discuss the nuances or measure the potential gains of this approach.

Our contributions are as follows.
• We compare the advantages and disadvantages of summarizing taint propagations at the basic block, loop, and function abstractions. We discuss the effects of memory aliasing and the resulting dilemma on whether taint information should be propagated before or after a basic block.
• We generalize the notion of a basic block to Straight-Line Code Units (SLCUs) and describe how we can reduce higher abstractions like functions to SLCUs to which our basic block summarization algorithm can be applied.
• We propose an algorithm for automatically generating summarized rules for taint propagations in SLCUs with no or single pointer indirections.
• We conducted an empirical study on common Linux libraries which shows that at least 87% of these basic blocks satisfy our criteria of containing only single or no pointer indirections.

2. RELATED WORK
Taint tracking related research can be grouped into three broad categories: binary instrumentation, whole system emulation, and hardware extensions. We outline the most important results related to high performance taint tracking systems from each of these groups.

Chang et al. propose a system that performs static interprocedural flow analysis to determine points in a program where an attack could take place [3]. It then performs taint tracking instrumentation of these locations. The authors report 13% slowdown on server programs. The method relies on the existence of source code, whereas our system does not have this requirement. Similarly, in [11], Lam et al. propose a compiler that performs taint instrumentation and requires source code. It is not automatic since it relies on the programmer to specify interception points and proxy functions. This is a barrier to its widespread adoption since the taint tracking logic needs to be manually optimized by the programmer. TaintTrace, suggested by Zhao et al., uses DynamoRIO instrumentation on binaries to minimize register spilling by making use of dead registers to store taint val-
uses [4]. They do not try to minimize propagation overhead, which is what we are mainly concerned with.

Another methodology seen in the literature [13, 8, 15] is to maintain two versions of a code unit, a taint tracked (slow) version and an optimized (fast) version. For example, in LIFT [13], a work by Qin et al., the Fast-Path optimization verifies whether the live-ins of a code unit (basic block or hot trace) are safe. If they are, the faster non-taint-tracked version is executed, otherwise the slow version is executed. Note that we provide this guarantee as well and at the same time provide a best effort taint tracking through “unsafe” code units via our basic block summaries. Therefore, their slow version is potentially executed faster on our system. Similarly, LIFT dynamically switches between heavily instrumented QEMU and faster XEN virtual machines. Saxena et al. use static analysis to determine what code is on the fast-path [15].

Bosman et al. re-implement an emulator with taint tracking in mind in their work on minenu [2]. They make use of SSE registers to minimize register pressure on traditional x86 arch. This is orthogonal to our approach and it can draw further benefits from summarized taint tracking. TFTLE [17] is a compiler to convert conventional ISA to information-flow security ISA. This is similar to previous mirror-approaches that insert a taint-instruction corresponding to a program instruction. The ISA defines additional registers to hold taint values.

Another approach to improve DTA performance is to parallelize taint tracing. In [14], Ruwase et al. present techniques on how to execute taint tracking code in parallel by relaxing the rules of taint propagation. While this does produce speedup, it is orthogonal to our work. We focus on re-defining the taint data flow problem in terms of basic block summarization.

In a closely related work, Lee et al. ?? separate the taint tracking logic from the program logic and apply compiler optimization techniques on the former to minimize the tracking code. Their main goal is to remove redundant tracking instructions by defining a Taint Flow Algebra that helps in applying dead code elimination, copy propagation and other standard optimization techniques to the taint tracking logic. While our approach is similar in thought, we aim to achieve near elimination of taint tracking logic through a basic block by constructing a taint propagation summary for it. Our ideas, with minimal or few changes can be easily extended to higher levels of abstractions such as loops and functions.

Another related work, that we drew inspiration from is TaintEraser by Zhu et al. ?? This work proposes turning off taint propagation at the function level, and use a patching function to propagate taints between the inputs and outputs. They achieved roughly 10.7x performance improvement. However, TaintEraser uses “human experts” to generate the summaries of highly utilized functions. We make a step towards the automated generation of summaries for basic blocks.

3. POSSIBLE APPROACHES

An important consideration when approaching the problem of optimizing taint propagations is the different abstractions, i.e., basic block, loop, or function level abstractions, since each abstraction will require a different strategy. Perhaps the primary advantage of the basic block abstraction is simplicity. A basic block, defined as a contiguous sequence of instructions with a single entry and a single exit point, allows classical static data-flow analyses such as reaching definitions to work by Qin et al. Moreover, straight-line code enables robust reasoning. These factors enhance the correctness of the proposed strategy.

Besides summarizing taint propagations at the basic block level, another approach is to summarize them at the loop level. For loops with known bounds, static analysis is straightforward using techniques such as loop unrolling. However, for loops whose bounds are unknown, this becomes a challenge. One possibility to resolve this may be to leverage symbolic execution to compute the upper bounds for these loops. The outcomes for the static analysis can be either constant or varying taint propagations. For constant taint propagations, the sources and sinks remain unchanged for every iteration. For such cases, the taint information need only be propagated once regardless of the number of times the loop iterates. In contrast, for varying taint propagations, the sinks and sources differ between different iterations for a single run of the loop, or differing sinks and sources between different runs of the loop. Such loops may not be amenable for taint propagation summarizations and may require summarization at lower abstractions.

For nested loops, the summarizations may be performed prior to and after the execution of an inner loop. This is because taint propagations for the inner loop may be dependent on taint propagations before entering the inner loop. The taint propagations for the inner loop may also affect the taints after exiting the loop. Further study is needed to determine if the overheads for such a mechanism exceed that of summarizing the taint propagations at a lower abstraction.

When using the function abstraction for summarizing taint propagations, there are several advantages. Firstly, there are likely more opportunities to identify redundant taint propagations at the function abstraction, and thus leading to better optimizations. Function abstractions may also be better suited for analysis by normal users and developers. For example, it may be more semantically intuitive to the user that a taint is propagated through a certain function, rather than a basic block.

However, complexities can arise due to the presence of branches and loops in functions. One potential pitfall is the path explosion problem. Function calls within a function can complicate analysis, particularly in the case of recursive functions. For a normal function call within a function, the approach can be similar to loops, i.e., summarizations are performed prior and after the function call. For recursive functions, if the sources and sinks are constant regardless of the recursion depth, summarization at the loop level is straightforward. On the other hand, if the sources and sinks vary, then the summarization may be performed at a lower abstraction.

4. OVERVIEW

Figure 1 provides an overview of the process. For the ease of subsequent analysis, the executable binary to be analyzed is first statically translated into an Intermediate Representation (IR) that is free of side-effects. An example of such a side-effect is the modification of the eflags register by x86 arithmetic instructions.

Next, we statically analyze the IR to produce Straight Line Code Units (SLCUs). A SLCU is essentially a sequence of instructions along the same execution path. We define inputs of a SLCU as register reads and memory stores, and outputs as register writes and memory stores. The set of taint sources is a subset of the inputs. Similarly, the set of taint sinks is a subset of the outputs.

The SLCUs are then used to generate a shunt table for looking up taint propagation rules during dynamic analysis. A shunt table contains rules that specify the optimized taint
4.1 Taint Propagation Syntax

Taint records can be read/written from/to different locations. We now explain the syntax we will use to describe the propagation of the taint records for both the taint propagation syntax and the taint propagation rules. \( \tau(a) \) returns the set of taint records for variable \( a \), while \( \tau(\ast a) \) returns the set of taint records at the location pointed to by \( a \). \( \delta(b, T) \) overwrites the existing taint records for \( b \) with those for \( T \). The only operator allowed on two sets of taint records is the union operator, i.e., \( \cup \).

For simplicity, we will use the taint policy described in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Taint Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t = u )</td>
<td>( \tau(t, \tau(\ast u)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t = g )</td>
<td>( \tau(t, \tau(g)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s = u )</td>
<td>( \tau(s, \tau(u)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = u )</td>
<td>( \tau(g, \tau(u)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t = (\text{unop})u )</td>
<td>( \tau(t, \tau(\ast u)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t = u(\text{unop})u )</td>
<td>( \tau(t, \tau(u) \cup \tau(u)) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Taint policy. \( u, v \) denote temporary registers. \( g \) denotes a system register.

Figure 2: Example for summarizing taint propagations at function level.

Table 2. Constants are never tainted. The simplistic taint policy does not describe control-flow taint propagations for implicit flows, which we will defer to future work.

5. FROM FUNCTION TO SLCU

Summarizing taint propagations at the function level can provide more opportunities for performance gains. For example, the overheads incurred for looking up the propagation rules can be amortized over more basic blocks. The intuition is that the summarization techniques are essentially the same for different abstractions if the input is straight-line code, i.e., the analysis for a function without branches is the same as a basic block. Thus, towards summarizing taint propagations at the function level, we propose the following steps.

1. Identify all paths in a function.
2. Combine all basic blocks along each path to form SLCUs. The result is a straight-line code for each path.
3. Summarize taint propagations for each SLCU to generate shunting rules.

A challenge that may arise with identifying all the paths in a function is the path explosion problem. To mitigate this problem, we propose only summarizing taint propagations for functions with cyclomatic complexity of less than 15. We examined 582,959 functions from executables on various Linux distributions and found that 455,078 (78.06\%) of the functions satisfy this criteria.
Once a summary table has been generated using the SLCU summarization algorithm, we need to form indices into this table at runtime. As our analysis is done statically, we need a mechanism to construct a path condition for an actual code path that was executed at runtime. We also need to insert the summarized taint code just before various sink points in the function. This is the task of code abstraction and applies our SLCU summarization algorithm. Hence, our techniques are independent of the code abstraction.

### 5.1 Taint Propagation Dilemma

Summarized taint information can be propagated either before or after the SLCU. However, memory aliasing can lead to a dilemma as to when the taint information should be propagated. Memory aliasing, which can be detected using various techniques [6, 1, 7], occurs when different registers or memory locations can reference the same memory location. The dilemma arises if the data stored at the aliased memory location is the address of another memory location.

Suppose we have a SLCU as shown in Figure 3a, where eax and ebx are aliasing, i.e., they contain the address of the same memory location. The corresponding taint propagation rules are shown in Figure 3b. Figure 4 illustrates the pointer status before and after executing the SLCU. If the taint rules are effectuated before the SLCU is executed, the resulting taint records for ecx will be \( \text{ecx, } \tau(\text{ecx}) \) as shown in Figure 4. This is the expected result since \( \text{addr1} \) is saved in t1 and used after Line 2. However, if the rules are effectuated after executing the SLCU, the resulting taint records for ecx will be updated with the value of t2, and since eax aliases with ebx, this implies \( \text{eaeax} \) is also updated.

On the other hand, suppose we have a SLCU as shown in Figure 5a with taint rules shown in Figure 5b. Similar to Example 1, Figure 4 shows the pointer status before and after executing the SLCU. If the taint rules are effectuated after the SLCU is executed, the taint records for ecx will be \( \text{ecx, } \tau(\text{ecx}) \), which is expected. However, if the rules are effectuated before executing the SLCU, the resulting taint records for ecx will be propagated.

### 5.2 Automated Taint Summarization

Towards automatically computing the taint sources and sinks at the SLCU abstraction, we propose the algorithm shown in Figure 7. The `ComputeTaintProps` function takes in a sequence of instructions, live-ins, and live-outs for a SLCU and returns an ordered list where each element specifies a taint sink and a set of taint sources. The intuition behind the algorithm is that since branches are removed from a SLCU, the steps to propagate taint information during dynamic analysis will be the same as those during static analysis. Thus, assuming no side-effects, one can simulate the taint propagation steps trivially and extract the resulting taint sources and sinks.

The algorithm begins by initializing the initial pseudotaint to a unique value, which is also added to the last pseudo-taint set. The pseudo-taints are used to emulate taint information, thus allowing us to keep track of the originating taints. Every instruction in the SLCU is then examined. The last pseudo-taint set for all right-hand side operands is union-ed in a set \( T \), which is then updated to the last pseudo-taint set of the written operand.

Finally, the algorithm extracts all sinks that are found in the live-out variables and gets all the originating sources us-

---

**Table 2:** Taint summaries for various paths in Figure 2. \( P_n \) refers to the predicate on line \( n \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Conditions</th>
<th>Summarized Taint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \neg P_1 \land \neg P_2 )</td>
<td>( \varsigma(\text{ecx}, \tau(\text{ecx})) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \neg P_2 \land P_3 )</td>
<td>( \varsigma(\text{bar}, \tau(\text{bar})) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Example 2 for optimized taint rules.

- \( 1: \text{t1} = \text{eax} \)
- \( 2: \text{ebx} = \text{t2} \)
- \( 3: \text{ecx} = \text{t1} \)

(a) Example 1. (b) Taint rules for Example 1.

Figure 3: Example 1 for optimized taint rules.

(a) Example 2. (b) Taint rules for Example 2.

Figure 5: Example 2 for optimized taint rules.

(a) Single indirection. (b) Double indirection.

Figure 6: Examples of pointer instructions.

be \( \text{t} \), which is incorrect, since we expect \( \text{eaeax} \) to be updated to \( \text{addr2} \) before the taint records are propagated.

This results in a dilemma between propagating the taint records before or after the SLCU. In some cases, executing taint summaries before the block is correct and in some cases, executing the summary after the block is correct. To remediate the situation, we propose optimizing only SLCUs with at most single pointer directions. In other words, we ignore SLCUs that have memory loads with more than one level of indirection.

An additional source of nondeterminism is that if multiple taints are summarized, it is not sufficient to make a decision between executing the summary before or after the block. Consider Example 6a which shows an example for a single indirection, where Figure 6b shows an example for a double indirection. The optimized taint rule for the instructions in Figure 6a will be \( \varsigma(\text{t4}, \tau(\text{esp} + 0x18)) \). In comparison, the taint rule for the instructions in Figure 6b will be \( \varsigma(\text{t6}, \tau(\text{esp} + 0x18)) \). If we look at the double indirection rule, we cannot know in advance what is the final pointer value until the statement that computes the first indirection has completed. Hence, the summary code needs to be sprayed into the block as well, and this will result in additional overhead.

An additional advantage of limiting the optimizations to SLCUs with no loads or first-order loads is simplicity when parsing the taint rules. One can consider parsing the rules to incur overheads, thus having to parse and evaluate rules for high-order loads may incur overheads that exceed the savings from the optimizations.

---

**Figure 4:** Pointer status for both Example 1 and 2. \( \text{A} \) and \( \text{B} \) represent the taint records at \( \text{addr1} \) and \( \text{addr2} \) respectively.
function ComputeTaintProps(SLCU src, LiveIns I, LiveOuts O)
    pseudo_taint = 0
    Map src ∘ Tracks initial taints for sources
    Map isrc ∘ Tracks initial taints for indirected sources
    Map last ∘ Tracks last taints for locations
    Map ilast ∘ Tracks last taints for indirected locations
    for each i in I do
        src[i] = pseudo_taint
        isrc[i] = pseudo_taint
        last[i] = {pseudo_taint}
        ilast[i] = {pseudo_taint}
        pseudo_taint = pseudo_taint + 1
    end for
    for each instruction i in sceu do
        T = {}
        rop = Get right operands for i
        for each right operand r in rop do
            if UsedAsPointer(i, ro) then
                T = T ∪ ilast[ro]
            else
                T = T ∪ last[ro]
            end if
        end for
        lop = Get left operand for i
        if UsedAsPointer(i, lop) then
            ilast[lop] = T
        else
            last[lop] = T
        end if
        end for
        r = new Map()
        ResolveIndirection(src, isrc, last, O, r)
        ResolveIndirection(src, isrc, ilast, O, r)
    return r
end function

function ResolveIndirection(Map src, Map isrc, Map last, Live-Outs O, Map output)
    for each l in last do
        if l found in O then
            V = {}
            for each s in last[l] do
                if s found in src then
                    src = Get source from src and s
                else if s found in isrc then
                    isrc = Get source from isrc and s
                Mark src for indirection
            end if
            V = V ∪ {src}
        end for
        Mark l for indirection if l is from ilast.
        output[l] = V
    end if
end function

Figure 7: Algorithm for simulating taint propagations.

Figure 8: Example SLCU.

Table 4: Percentage of basic blocks with no or single pointer indirections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>%Amenable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libgmp.so.1.11.1.2</td>
<td>64.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lib-2.11.1.so</td>
<td>87.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libcrypto-2.11.1.so</td>
<td>88.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libc.so.6</td>
<td>87.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libdws-2.3.4.0</td>
<td>94.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libdl-2.11.1.so</td>
<td>95.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgss-2.11.1.so</td>
<td>98.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libpthread-2.11.1.so</td>
<td>94.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libcrypto-2.11.1.so</td>
<td>87.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. EXPERIMENTS

Prevalence of Pointer Indirections.

To estimate the number of basic blocks (the most basic form of SLCU) amenable to the generation of shunting tables, we built an IDA plugin that analyzed whether basic blocks contained only single pointer indirections or multiple pointer indirections as well. The plugin converted x86 disassembly (from IDA Pro) to VEX IR. We then analyzed every load operation for each basic block and computed a backward slice of its operands. This allowed us to check if a load was dependent on another prior load. We ran our analysis on a sampling of commonly used Linux libraries and the results are summarized in Table 4. The second column shows the percentages of total basic blocks that do not have multiple indirections. We observe that at least 87% of the basic blocks in the libraries are suitable for summarization by our proposed algorithm.

Overheads.

Next, we examined tainting overheads on TEMU [18], an extension of QEMU. We chose TEMU for its ability to propagate taints system-wide. The following experiments were conducted on a machine that has an Intel Core I7-3770 processor and 32 GB RAM. The slowdowns ranged from about 8.8x to 1,775.5x for inputs (prime numbers) 3, 2000003, 4000017, 6000011, 8000009, 10000019, and 12000017. When the input is 12,000,017, the test program was not able to run within 4000037, 6000011, 8000009, 10000019, and 12000017. When the input is 12,000,017, the test program was not able to run to completion on TEMU due to insufficient memory. The results clearly show that work remains to improve the performance of tainting frameworks. However, our work is orthogonal to improving the performance of individual frameworks. Instead, we are focused on general taint summarization techniques that can be applied towards different frameworks.

We evaluated the potential gains that can be achieved by manually summarizing taint propagations at the basic block and loop abstractions for a test program shown in Figure 9. For the basic block abstraction, the taint propagation overheads can be reduced by between 72.77% and 77.84%, while for the loop abstraction, the overheads can be reduced between 87.02% and 98.03%.
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